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THE  EUROPEAN  COM~1UNITY'S 
AGRICULTURAL  POLICIES  AND 
THE  UNITED  STATES  . 
SPEECH  GIVEN 
BY 
ROLAND  DE  KERGORLAY 
HEAD  OF  THE  DELEGATION 
OF  THE 
COf"~~1ISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMf~UNITIES 
JULY  19.,  1982 
TO 
THE  ~1IDWESTERN GOVERNORS'  CONFERENCE 
DES  ~miNES.,  IOWA 
I.  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  AND  IOl1A 
AS  I WAS  PREPARING  TO  COME  TO 
IOWA  AND  PERUSED  SOME  OF  THE  DOCUMENTS 
PREPARED  BY  THE  IOWA  DEVELOPMENT  COf'·1MISSION 
DESCRIBING  THE  ECONOMY  OF  YOUR  BEAUTIFUL 
STATE.,  I COULD  NOT  HELP  BUT  NOTICE  THAT 
THE  EUROPEAN  CDr·1MUNITY  <EC)  AND  IOVJA  ARE 
IN  r·~IANY  WAYS  COMPLEr1ENTARY  ECONDr1I C  UNITS 
WITH  MUTUAL  INTERESTS  IN  THE  DEVELOPMENT 
' .  '  " 
OF  AGR-ICULTURAL  TRADE I 
AS  THE  EC  IS  THE  LARGEST  EXPORT 
r~RKET FOR  U.S.  AGRICULTURE  -- SOME  $9 
BILLION  A  YEAR  --.,  IOHA  PRODUCTS  GREATLY 
BENEFIT  FRO~i THAT  TRADING  RELATIONSHIP. 
YOUR  STATE.,  AS  YOU  KNO\'L  RANKS  SECOND  IN 
AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES 
AFTER  ILLINOIS  AND  BEFORE  CALIFORNIA. 
ImJA.,  I UNDERSTAND.,  RANKS  FIRST  IN  THE 
/UNITED  STATES UNITED  STATES  IN  CORN  PRODUCTION.  AND 
SECOND  IN  SOYBEAN  PRODUCTION.  THE  EC 
IS  THE  WORLD'S  BIGGEST  IMPORTER  OF 
'CORN  (9.9  MILLION  TONS  IN  1980); 
SOYBEAtJS  <11.8  r~ILLION TONS);  AND  SOYA 
CAKE  (7.2  MILLION  TONS). 
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THEREFORE~  AT  A TIME  WHEN  THE 
UNITED  STATES-HESTERN  EUROPEAN  RELATIDr'·l-
SIIIP  IS  EXPERIENCING  SOME  OF  THE  NOST 
SEVERE  TENSIONS  EVER~  IT  IS  ~JITH  SOf•iE\~HAT 
LESS  TREPIDATION  THAN  I  ANTICIPATED  THAT 
I  HAVE  cor~:E  TO  I  OWP\  TO  SPEAK  ON  TI·IE  E~'  S 
AGRICULTURAL  POLICIES  AND  TRADE. 
I  APPRECIATE  THIS  OPPORTUNITY  TO 
PRESENT  THE  EC  VIEW  ON  AN  ISSUE  IN  THE 
TPJ\NSATLANTIC  RELATIONSHIP  THAT  ..  ON  MANY 
OCCASIONS~  HAS  CAUSED  BITTER  DISPUTES  AND~ 
IN  AT  LEAST  ONE  INSTArKE~ A TRADE  ~MR. 
/THE  EC Is  COMt·10N 
II.  THE  EC'S  cor:iMON  AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY  <CAP) 
THE  EC  WAS  CONCEIVED  OVER  A 
QUARTER  OF  A CENTURY  AGO  AND  CONSTITUTED 
ONE  OF  THE  ~OST SIGNIFICANT  RESPONSES  TO 
THE  SEVERE  ECotW~H  C D  ISLOCATIGr~ Tllf.T 
\·!ESTERN  EUROPE  EXPERIENCED  FOLLO\H NG  THE 
SECOND  vmRLD  HAR. 
TilE  CREATION  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF 
THE  H~STITUTIOf:S CF  THE  EUROPEAN  COt-1r·1UNITY 
ARE  pf,RT  AND  PARCEL  OF  THE  PROCESS  OF 
EUROPEAN  RECONSTRUCTIOtL  INTEGRATION  i\ND 
UNIFICATIDrL  INITIATED  UNDER  THE  AUSPICES 
oF  THE  r·~ARSHALL PLAN  sm~E 35  YEARS  AGO. 
THE  EC  IS  ONE  OF  THE  GREATEST  ACCOMPLISH-· 
MENTS  OF  POST  -\Jt~R u  Is I D  I  PLDr1ACY I  IT  HAS 
HELPED  BRING  PEACE1  ECONOf11 C PROSPERITY 
AND  POLITICAL  STABILITY  TO  A \1AR-TORN 
/CONTINENT~  CREATED 
3 . ' 
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CONTIUENT,  CREATED  A  LARGE,  DIVERSE 
AND  INTEGRA TED  r~1ARKET  FOR  u.s. 
AGRICULTURAL  AND  INDUSTRIAL  GOODS, 
AND  PROVIDED  EUROPE  WITH  THE  f1EANS  TO 
PLJ,y  AN  ACTIVE  ROLE  IN  THE  DEVELOPI~G 
HORLD. 
AN  IMPORTANT  ELEMENT  IN  THE 
PROCESS  OF  EUROPEAN  UNITY  AND  INTEGRATION 
IS  THE  COf'1MON  AGRICULTURAL  POLl CY  ::.·_·  THE  .. 
THE  CAP  IS  INSPIRED  BY  THREE 
PHILOSOPHICAL  PRINCIPLES: 
' .  ' 
- FIRST,  THE  PROVISION  OF  ADEQUATE 
FOOD  SUPPLIES  HAS  BEEN  AT  THE 
ROOT  OF  MOST  EC  AGRICULTURAL 
POLICIES.  TIHS  HAS  RESULTED 
FRON  THE  ALL-TOO-CLOSE  EXPERIENCE 
~liTH  FOOD  SHORTAGES  AND  EVEN 
HUNGER  IN  EUROPE  DURING  THE 
/SECOND  WORLD 
SECOND  ~lORLD  WAR  AND 
I  Mt1ED I  ATE L  y THEREAFTER I 
- SECOND,  THE  ADEQUACY  OF 
FOOD  SUPPLIES  WOULD  NOT  HAVE 
BEEN  POSSIBLE  WITHOUT  THE 
CREATION  OF  A  SINGLE  r1ARKET 
AND  THE  BETTER  UTILIZATION 
OF  AGRICULTURAL  RESOURCES, 
... ·BY  THE  ELIMINATION  OF  TRADE 
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·-·BARRIERS  Ar~ONG  EUROPEAN  NATIONS. 
FOR  CENTURIES,  EUROPE  HAD  TRIED 
TO  DEVELOP  AN  EFFICIENT  AND 
FLEXIBLE  AGRICULTURAL  INDUSTRY. 
THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
C0~1MUNITY CREATED  THE  NECESSARY 
POLITICAL  AND  ECONOMIC  CONDITIONS 
FOR  THE  TRANSITION  FRO~l VARIOUS 
NATIONAL,  AND  OFTEN  HIGHLY 
DIVERGENT,  AGRICULTURAL  POLICIES 
/TO  A  Cm1MON 6 
TO  A  CDrif~1QN  AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY.  THE  RESULT  WAS  A 
STAGGERING  INCREASE  IN 
PRODUCTIVITY  AND  PRODUCTION. 
THE  CONSOLIDATION  OF  ~1ARKETS 
AND  POLICIES  HAS  PEP~ITTED 
THE  UNITED  STATES  AND  OTHER 
COUNTRIES  TO  DEAL  ~/ ITH  illiE. 
INSTEAD  OF  JEll  DIFFERENT· 
REGI~1ES  AND  FACILITATED  ENT.RY" 
OF  IMPORTS  INTO  THE  EC. 
- THIRD.,  AN  EFFICIENT  AND 
PRODUCTIVE  AGRICULTURAL  SECTOR 
REQUIRED  THE  SIZEABLE  REDUCTION 
OF  THE  EC'S  AGRICULTURAL  WORK-
FORCE.  THE  CAP  HAS  OVER  THE 
YEARS  SOUGHT  TO  ENCOURAGE 
t~ODERNIZATION AND  INCREASE 
PRODUCTIVITY  BY  FACILITATING 
/THE  t-iiGRATION 
.... ______  __......... ___ _ 
.  THE  NIGRATION  FRON  LAND  TO 
CITY  AND  INCREASING  FARr!1 
SIZE.  THIS  POLITICALLY 
SENSITIVE  TASK  WAS  ACCDr1PLISHED 
·RAPIDLY  AND  ~HTHOUT CAUSING 
EXTREME  SOCIAL  UPHEAVAL  AND 
DISORDER. 
III.  U.S.  PERCEPTIONS  OF  THE  CAP 
'AND  THE  REALITY 
A.  THE  CAP  AND  AGRICULTURAL 
IMPORTS: 
THE  CAP  IS  OFTEN  DEPICTED  AS 
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AN  lr'1PREGNABLE.,  PROTECT I  ON IST  FORTRESS 
WHICH  PROTECTS  INEFFICIENT  FARf·IERS.,  WHO 
BECOt:iE  RICH  AT  THE  EXPENSE  OF  THE  TP\X-
PAYERS  AND  CONSUMERS.,  AND  WHICH 
DISCRHUNATES  AGAINST  FOOD  IMPORTS 
FRGr~1  COUNTRIES  OUTS I  DE  THE  CGr·1t'10N 
t~1ARKET.  THIS  IS  FICTION. 
I  THE  CONCERN THE  CONCERN  ABOUT  THE  ADEQUACY 
OF  FOOD  SUPPLIES  -- WHICH  I MENTIONED 
. EARLIER  -- HAS  LED  THE  EC  TO  GIVE 
ITSELF~  FOR  CERTAIN  PRODUCTS~ A  DEGREE 
OF  P-ROTECTION  AGAINST  THE  INSTABILITY 
OF  INTERNATIONAL  MARKETS.  H0\1EVER~ 
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THAT  POLICY  IS  NOT  INSULATING  AND  ALLOHS 
US  TO  PARTICIPATE  FULLY  IN  HORLD 
AGRICULTURAL  NARI<ETS.  THE  TREATY  OF 
ROME~  ESTABLISHING  THE  EUROPEAN  ECdr·forH C 
.  ~ . 
COMMUNITY~  SPELLS  OUT  NOT  ONLY  THAT  BARRIERS 
Af~10NG  THE  r·1EMBER  STATES  SHOULD  BE  ELir-1INATED~ 
BUT  ALSO  THAT  THE  EC  - A:S  AN  ENTITY  -
SHOULD  SEEK  TO  CONTRIBUTE  TO  THE  SMOOTH 
DEVELOPr~ENT OF  HORLD  TRADE~  THE 
PROGRESSIVE  ELH1IUATION  OF  INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE  RESTRICTIONS  AND  THE  Lm~ERING OF 
TRADE  BARRIERS. 
I  THE  OBJECTIVES 
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THE  OBJECTIVES  OF  THE  CAP  ARE 
NOT  UNLIKE  THOSE  OF  U.S.  FARM  POLICIES: 
PROTECTING  FARM  INCOMES;  GIVING  CONSUMERS 
FAIR  PRICES;  STABILIZING  r·1ARKETS; 
INCREASING  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTIVITY; 
AND  ASSURING  THE  AVAILABILITY  OF  FOOD 
SUPPLIES. 
THE  EC  REriAINS  THE  LARGEST 
IMPORTER  OF  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS  IN  . .  ' ..... 
THE  WORLD.,  TAKING  IN  SOf1E  24%  OF  WORLD 
FOOD  .PRODUCTS  <THE  U.S.  TAKES  IN  10%). 
WE  HAVE  A  \IORLD  AGRICULTURAL 
DEFICIT  OF  ABOUT  $20  BILLION;  WE  HAVE 
AN  AGRICULTURAL  DEFICIT  WITH  THE  U.S. 
THAT  HAS  GROHN  FROf'i  $1.7  BILLION  IN 
1971  TO  ABOUT  7 BILLION  IN  1981.  IN 
1981  THE  EC  BOUGHT  OVER  $9  BILLION 
\·JORTH  OF  AGRICULTURAL  GOODS  FROM  THE 
U.S .  .,  ~JHILE THE  U.S.  BOUGHT  ONLY  SOI'IE 
2.3  BILLION  FROM  THE  EC.  THE  TEN-NATION 
/EC  IS  THE EC  IS  THE  At·1ERICAN  FAR~1ER!S LARGEST 
FOREIGN  CUSTOMER. 
B.  THE  CAP  AND  U.S.  IMPORTS: 
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~miLE THE ·cAP  IS  FREQUENTLY 
CRITICIZED  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES  FOR 
sm:~E  OF  ITS  PRACTICESJ  IT  SHOULD  BE 
RECALLED  THAT  THE  CAP J  OVER  THE  YEJ;\~S  J 
HAS  HAD  A POSITIVE  U1PACT  ON  CERTAIN 
AGRICULTURAL  U1PORTS  CO~H  NG  FROtl. T~IE 
uruTED  sTATES. 
FOR  EXAt1PLEJ  THE  SPECTACULAR 
GROWTH  OF  ANIMAL  PRODUCTION  IN  THE 
EC  <r~H LKJ  BEEF  J  POULTRY J  EGGS) J 
ENCOURAGED  IN  PART  BY  SPECIFIC  PRICE 
SUPPORT  MEASURESJ  HAS  INCREASED  DErv"J\tm 
FOR  ANH'lAL  FEEDSTUFFS  BY  Cot'lt1UNITY 
BREEDERS I 
I  ALSO  IT  SHOULD 
ALSO  IT  SHOULD  BE  NOTED  THAT 
THE  VARIABLE-LEVY  SYSTH1  -- HHICH 
ENSURES  THAT  IMPORTED  AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTS  WILL  ENTER  THE  COMMUNITY  AT 
PRICES  NO  LOWER  THAN  EC  PRICES  __  DOES 
NOT  CUT  OFF  H1PORTS  IN  AN  ABSOLUTE  ~lAY. 
<THE  U.S.  HAS  BENEFITED  FROM  A GATT 
WAIVER  SINCE  1955  ALLOWING  IT  TO 
Ifr1POSE  QUOTAS  -- ON  BEEF  AND  DAIRY 
PRODUCTS~  AMONG  OTHERSJ  -- WHICH  THE 
EC  DOES  NOT.)  IN  FACTJ  ONLY  14.5%  OF 
THE  EC'S  AGRICULTURAL  IMPORTS  FROfv1 
INDUSTRIALIZED  COUNTRIESJ  PARTICULARLY 
CEREALSJ  COf'1E  UNDER  THE  VARIABLE-LEVY 
SYSTE~l.  HALF  OF  THE  RHiAINING  85.5% 
IN  FARf·1  U1PORTS  FRO~l  THE  INDUSTRIAL 
COUNTRIES  ENTERED  THE  E.C.  DUTY-FREE. 
C.  SUBSIDIES: 
IN  ADDITIONJ  THE  ECJ  WITH  ITS 
/"SUBSIDIZED" 
11 I . 
"SUBSIDIZED"  AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS., 
IS  BEING  ACCUSED  OF  NOT  RESPECTING 
. GATT  RULES.,  THEREBY  REDUCING  THE 
POTENTIAL  ACCESS  OF  U.S.  PRODUCTS  IN 
THIRD  MARKETS.,  AND  IS  BEING  BLAf1 1ED 
FOR  THE  CURRENT  DIFFICULTIES  OF  THE 
U.S.  FARMER. 
THE  PERCEPTION  THAT  THE  EC'S 
AGRICULTURAL  POLICY  VIOLATES  GATtA~D 
IS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  THE  DIFFICULT 
SITUATION  OF  THE  AMERICAN  FARMERS 
TODAY  IS  A  MYIJ!, 
SUBSIDIES  ARE  ALLOWED  FOR 
CERTAIN  AGRICULTURAL  COMMODITIES., 
ACCORDING  TO  A  "CODE"  NEGOTIATED  AND 
AGREED  TO  BY  THE  UNITED  STATES  WITHIN 
GATT.,  AS  LONG  AS  SUBSIDIZED  PRODUCTS 
/DO  NOT  ENTAIL 
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DO  NOT  ENTAIL  THE  ACUISITION  OF  MORE 
THAN  AN  EQUITABLE  SHARE  OF  THIRD 
r'1ARI<ETS.  WE  HAVE  ABIDED  BY  THE  CODE . 
IN  FACT.,  IN  SDr1E  COMMODITIES.,  PARTICULARLY 
HHEAT.,  THE  UNITED  STATES  HAS  TAKEN  A 
LARGER  SHARE  OF  THE  EXPANSION  IN  THE 
VOLU~1E OF  HORLD  EXPORTS  IN  RECENT  YEARS .. 
~HE~?P~~6DR~FD~~ht~Dc~~f~~~~NG 
· · · '1960-70  AND  1980-81  TO  14 
. _  ..  ~11 LLI ON  TON.S;.  HOHEXAEPRiDvl~ORTLDHAT  TRADE  EXPANDtD  so  IC  L 
THE  EC  SHARE  FELL  tROM  1 .6% 
·  ~~Rt6n:%o.  s~uRk~8RT~E\~~~~EFRor'l 
~~6~ 3g. 4~ ·  tof'-'
14htL~~No~
0 ~~tEI1~~Ln 
~A~KMAjoR
1 ~Et~~MifiX~T~Fo~H'o·'BsRtn 
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PRICE  ARE  THE  SIZE  OF  THE  I  I 
MJD  CANADIMJ  CROPS  AND  THE  DH'lAtm 
FROM  THE  SOVIET  UNION.,  ITS 
SATELLITE  STATES.,  AND  CHINA. 
THE  VOLUME  OF  OUR  EXPORTS.,  IN 
NDr1INAl  TERMS.,  HAS  EXPANDED  IN  RECENT 
YEARS  BECAUSE  WORLD  DEMAND  HAS  RISEN 
/CFOR  BOTH  U.S. 14 
fOR  BOTH  U.S.  AND  EC>.  MOREOVER~ 
OVERALL  EC  AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS~  AS  A 
PERCENTAGE  OF  WORLD  AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS 
HAVE  ONLY  RISEN  FR0~1 10%  TO  11%  BET~4EEN 
1971  AND  19801  WHILE  THE  U.S.  SHARE 
WENT  FROf1  14%  TO  17%  IN  THE  SP.~1E  PERIOD I 
FURTHERMORE~  EUROPEAN  EXPORTERS 
ARE  FULLY  CONSCIOUS  OF  SOME  DIRECT  AND 
INDIRECT  TRADE  PROMOTION  r~EASURES .FROM 
HHICH  U.S.  EXPORTERS  BENEFIT:  EXPORT 
CREDITS~  GUARANTEES  AND  INSURANCE  (CCC); 
FOOD  AID  ARRANGEf1ENTS  <P.L.  480);  DISC 
TAX  ARRANGEf~1ENTS;  DOf·1ESTIC  DEFICIENCY 
PAYMENTS, HIH I  CH  KEEP  EXPORTED  PRODUCTS 
CHEAP>. 
D.  THE  CRISIS  IN  U.S.  AGRICULTURE 
AMERICAN  AGRICULTURE~  IT  IS  TRUE~ 
IS  FACING  ITS  GRAVEST  CRISIS  IN  OVER 
I  45  YEARS 
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45  YEARS  I  THE  ~1AJOR  CAUSES  OF  THESE 
' 
DIFFICULTIES  ARE  THREEFOLD: 
-- FIRST~ A  GREATER  NUMBER  OF 
COUNTRIES  ARE  DEVELOPING  A  MORE 
COMPETITIVE  AGRICULTURE~ 
PARTICULARLY  SOME  OF  THE  SO-
.  CALLED  NEWLY- INDUSTRIALIZED 
COUNTRIES  <NICS).,  LIKE  BRAZIL 
AND  ARGENTINA. 
-- SECOND~  ON  THE  ONE  HAND  U.S. 
FA~1ERS ARE  FACED  WITH  INCREASING 
COSTS  DUE  TO  HIGHER  PRICE  FOR  -
MACHINERY~  FUEL  AND  FERTILIZERS 
AND  THE  INCREASED  COST  OF 
BORROHED  CAPITAL.  ON  THE  OTHER 
HAND  LARGE  SURPLUSES  IN  SOME 
COMMODITIES  DEPRESS  PRICES  AND 
I  NC0~1E  I 
-- THIRD~  THE  HIGH  VALUE  OF  THE 
/U.S.  DOLLAR U.S.  DOLLAR~  CAUSED  BY  A  U.S. 
POLICY  OF  DISINFLATION~  HAS 
NADE  U.S.  EXPORTS  LESS 
ATTRACTIVE  ON  WORLD  MARKETS. 
E.  GATT  CASES: 
NEVERTHELESS~  THE  PERCEPTION 
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THAT  THE  CAP  IS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  A~1ERICAN 
AGRICULTURE'S  CURRENT  PLIGHT  PERS~§TS --
A  PERCEPTION  \miCH  THE  U.S.  DEPARTMENT 
OF  AGRICULTURE  SEHHNGLY  ENCOURAGED  BY 
"ESCALATING"  AGRICULTURAL  DISPUTES~ 
RAISING  THE  LEVEL  OF  RHETORIC  AND  OPENLY 
CHALLENGING  THE  ARRANGEMENTS  OF  THE  CAP. 
THE  UNITED  STATES~  BY  FILING  AN 
UNPARALLELED  NU~1BER OF  CASES  AGAINST 
THE  EC  FOR  ADJUDICATION  IN  THE  GATT  -
FOR  WHEAT  FLOUR~  SUGAR~  POULTRY~  PASTA~ 
/CANNED  FRUIT~ 
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CANNED  FRUIT~  RAISINS~  AND  CITRUS 
- RISKS  STRAINING  THE  DISPUTE  SETTLH1ENT 
PROCESS. 
AS  THE  U.S.  USES  THE  GATT 
INSTRUMENTS  TO  SEEK  ADJUDICATION  OF 
A  SERIES  OF  DISPUTES  ON  BOTH  INDUSTRIAL 
AND  AGRICULTURAL  GOODS~  WE  HOPE  THAT 
' .  '  . 
THE  U  •  .S~. WILL  NOT  CARRY  OUT  ITS 
INTENTION  TO  SEEK  A  REVISION  OF  GATT 
RULES~  SHOULD  THE  CASES  NOT  GO  ITS 
WAY.  THIS  WOULD  SET  A  DANGEROUS 
PRECEDENT  FOR  OTHER  COUNTRIES~  THAT  IN 
TURN  COULD  THE~lSELVES SEEK  RENEGOTIATION 
OF  GATT  RULES  IF  FUTURE  CASES  WENT 
AGAINST  THH1. 
IV.  THE  EC'S  MtDITERRANEAN  POLICY 
AN  H1PORTANT  ASPECT  OF  THE  EUROPEAn 
;cortar~;uN I  TY' s 18 
Cot,~1UNITY'S  POLICY  ON  Ir~PORTED 
AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS  -- HHICH  SYMBOLIZES 
..  ITS  POLITICAL  DIMENSION  -- INVOLVES  ITS 
PREFERENTIAL  TRADING  ARRANGEMErJTS  ~liTH 
THE  t·1ED I  TERRANEAN  COUNTRIES. 
THE  PROSPECTIVE  ENTRY  OF  SPAIN 
AND  PORTUGAL~  LIKE  THE  RECENT  ENTRY  .OF 
GREECE~  POSES  NUMEROUS  PROBLEMS  FOR 
THE  E  I c.  ALL  THREE  OF  THESE  STATES  ~IN 
THE  LAST  SEVEN  YEARS  HAVE  GONE  FRDr·1 
DICTATORSHIP  TO  DEMOCRACY.  THEY  ARE  ALSO 
AMONG  EUROPE'S  POOREST  COUNTRIES  AND  ARE 
HEAVILY  DEPENDENT  ON  AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS. 
THE  EC  HAS  MADE  THE  CONSCIOUS 
POLITICAL  DECISION  TO  ALLOW  THE~1  ENTRY 
INTO  THE  EC.  THIS  WILL  BE  AN  EXPENSIVE 
PROPOSITION~  BUT  ONE  HHICH  IS  NECESSARY 
TO  ENSURE  ECONOMIC  SECURITY  AND  POLITICAL 
STA~ILITY ON  THE  NORTHERN  SHORES  'oF 
IT~!='  M!='n T  rrrm 
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THE  MEDITERRANEAN. 
THIS~  IN  TURN~  WILL  CREATE  NEW 
PROBLEMS  FOR  THE  SOUTHERN  TIER  OF  THE 
r·1ED I  TERRANEAN. 
THE  EUROPEAN  CO~i~1UNITY  GRANTS 
PREFERENTIAL  TARIFF  ARRANGEMENTS  TO 
EXPORTERS  OF  FRUITS  AND  VEGETABLES 
FROM  NOT  ONLY  SPAINJ  BUT  ALSO  ISRAEL~ 
ALGERIA~  TUNISIA~  MOROCCO~  CYPRUS  AND 
TURKEY  I  THESE  TARIFF  ARRANGH1ENTS 
ALLOW  CITRUS  AND  OTHER  PRODUCTS  TO 
ENTER  THE  cm1r·1UNITY  AT  LOWER  RATES. 
THIS  POLICY  IS  ALSO  BASED  ON  A  POLITICAL 
DECISION  IN  EUROPE  TO  ASSIST~  THROUGH 
TRADE~  PRODUCERS  OF  PRir~iARY  GOODS  IN 
THE  THIRD  HORLD~  WHICH  ARE  HIGHLY 
DEPENDENT  FOR  THEIR  EXPORT  EARNINGS 
ON  THESE  PRODUCTS. 
I  BY  ENSURING 20 
BY  ENSURING  A  MORE  SECURE 
MARKET  FOR  THEIR  GOODSJ  THE  ECONOMIES 
OF  ~1ANY DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  ARE 
ASSISTEDJ'THEREBY  HELPING  TO  PRESERVE 
POLITICAL  STABILITY.  ~HTHOUT THESE 
PREFERENTIAL  ARRANGEMENTSJ  THESE 
COUNTRIES  - rJ\NY  OF  HHICH  ARE  CLOSE 
ALLIES  AND  FRIENDS  OF  THE  UNITED  STATESJ 
IN  NORTH  AFRICAJ  THE  EASTERN 
f•1EDITERRANEAN  AND  rHDDLE  EAST  - viOUlD 
BE  SUBJECT  TO  GREATER  ECONOMIC  .. 
INSTABILITY  AND  POLITICAL  TURr10IL. 
THE  UNITED  STATES  AND  THE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  HAD  IN  THE  PAST 
AGREED  INFORMALLY  THAT  THE  UNITED 
STATES  ~IOULD  NOT  CHALLENGE  THESE 
ARRANGEf~ENTS AS  LONG  AS  WE  DID  NOT 
REQUIRE  OTHER  COUNTRIES  TO  RECIPROCATE 
BY  GIVING  PREFERENCE  TO  US  FOR  OUR 
PRODUCTS. 
I  CHALLENGING 
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CHALLENGING  THEM  TODAYJ  AS  THE 
U.S.  SEEMS  TO  BE  DOINGJ  WHEN  THE  PROBLEMS 
RISK  BECOMING  MORE  ACUTE  WOULD  BE  COUNTER-
PRODUCTIVE.  IT  FURTHERt10RE  WOULD  BE 
ILLOGICAL  IN  VIE\~  OF  THE  FACT  THAT 
PRESIDENT  REAGAN'S  RECENTLY  ANNOUNCED 
"CARIBBEAN  BASIN  INITIATIVE"J  DESIGNED 
TO  IMPROVE  ECONOMIC  CONDITIONS  AND  THE 
POLITICAL.SITUATION  IN  THE  CARIBBEAN 
AND  CENTRAL  ANERICAJ  EMULATES  SOME  OF 
TilE  OBJECTIVES  AND  STRATEGIES  SET  IN 
f10TION  BY  THE  EUROPEAN  CDr·i~1UNITY  HALF 
A  GENERATION  AGO.  NEEDLESS  TO  SAYJ  HE 
SUPPORT  THIS  EFFORT. 
V.  REFORM  OF  THE  CAP 
WITHOUT  ABANDONING  THE  BASIC 
OBJECTIVES  OF  THE  CAPJ  THE  COMMISSION 
/OF  THE  EUROPEAN .· 
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OF  THE  EUROPEAN  CONMUNITY  IS  SEEKING 
TO  INSTITUTE  A  SERIES  OF  REFORr·1S  THAT 
WILL  REMEDY  SOME  OF  THE  LESS  DESIRABLE 
ASPECTS  OF  EUROPEAN  AGRICULTUr~L 
PRACTICES. 
AGRICULTURAL  SPENDING  HAS  GROWN 
AND  SURPLUSES  OF  SEVEr~L CDr,1MODITIES 
HAVE  DEVELOPED~  CAUSING  US  TO  DISPOSE 
OF  THEt1  DDr·1ESTI CALLY  OR  ON  THE  WORtD 
.···  ..... ,, 
rt~RKET ON  A  suBSIDIZED  BASIS. 
THESE  SURPLUSES~  HOWEVER~  CAN  . 
BE  SEEN  AS  THE  RESULT  OF  THE  SUCCESSFUL 
APPLICATION  OF  THE  PHILOSOPHICAL 
PRINCIPLES  I OUTLINED  AT  THE  OUTSET. 
THE  EC~  IN  A  SENSE~  HAS  BEEN  A  VI CTif1 
OF  ITS  OHN  SUCCESS.  FURTHERMORE~ 
INCREASING  EC  EXPORTS  REFLECT  GROWING 
AGRICULTURAL  IMPORTS  FROM  THE  U.S. 
/HE  HAVE  ACHIEVED 
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HE  HAVE  ACHIEVED  SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
AND  FOOD  SECURITY~  FOR  r~1AJOR  FOOD  ITEr1S~ 
AND  WE  ARE  NOW  SEEKING  WAYS  TO  ADJUST 
OUR  POLICIES  TO  ~IORLD  r1ARKET  REALITIES. 
IN  EACH  OF  THE  PAST  THREE  YEARS~ 
ANNUAL  INCREASES  IN  FARM  SUPPORT  PRICES 
HAVE  BEEN  KEPT  BELOW  THE  COMMUNITY'S 
INFLATION  RATE.  THE  RESULT  HAS  BEEN  A 
DROP  IN  THE  EC  FARMERS'  REAL  INCOMES 
OF  2%  IN  1981~  7%  IN  1980~  AND  3%  IN  1979. 
THE  MESSAGE  BEHIND  THIS  TOUGH  AND  DIFFICULT 
POLl CY  IS  THAT  EC  FAR~~1ERS  f'1UST  ADJUST  TO 
HORLD  f·1ARKET  CONDITIONS I 
THE  RECENTLY  APPROVED  AGRICULTURAL 
PRICE  PRICE  INCREASES  FOR  1982-83~  WHICH 
ARE  SLIGHTLY  BELOW  THE  1981  C0~1~iUNITY 
GENEPJ\L  INFLATION  RATE  OF  12 I  7%  AND  \~ELL 
BELOW  AGRICULTURAL  INPUT  COST  INCREASES 
(16%)~  HAVE  MET  WITH  STRONG  RESISTANCE 24 
FROM  FAR~1ERS  THROUGHOUT  EUROPE  AND  THE 
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT.  PUBLIC  PRESSURES 
OPERATE  AS  STRONGLY  IN  EUROPE  AS  THEY 
DO  HERE. 
THUS~  SINCE  1976~  THE  C0~1f1UNITY 
HAS  CONTINUED  TO  SLm~ Dmm  FAR~1 PRICE 
INCREASES  IN  AN  ATTEf·1PT  TO  BRING  THEr1 
CLOSER  TO  WORLD  PRICES.  THE  COMMUNITY 
HAS  STATED  ITS  INTENTION  OF  FIXING .. 
PRODUCT I  ON  TARGETS  FOR  f·iAJOR  AGRlCUI:: TURAL 
PRODUCTS  AND  TRYING  TO  ADJUST  THEM  TO 
THE  REALITIES  OF  THE  ~1ARKET  <THIS  HAS 
BEEN  DONE  FOR  DAIRY  PRODUCTS  AND  IS 
BEING  DONE  FOR  CEREALS). 
HE  ARE  UNDERTAKING  A  POLICY  ~JHICH 
\'/OULD  PLACE  MORE  RESPONSIBILITY  ON 
FARr-~ERS  UIE~1SELVES  FOR  DISPOSING  OF 
SURPLUSES  BY  HAVING  THE~i  CONTRIBUTE  TO 
THE  COST  OF  SURPLUS  DISPOSAL.  THIS 
/SYSTEt1  IS 
<  ! 
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SYSTEM  IS  ALREADY  IN  EFFECT  FOR  SUGAR 
AND  PARTIALLY  FOR  MILK. 
IN  THE  CASE  OF  GRAINS~  THE  GAP 
BETWEEN  EC  SUPPORT  PRICES  AND  THOSE  IN 
OTHER  ~~JOR EXPORTING  COUNTRIES  SHOULD 
BE  PROGRESSIVELY  REDUCED  OVER  THE  NEXT 
FEW  YEARS~  WHICH  WILL  REDUCE  THE  RATE 
OF  INCREASE  OF  SURPLUSES  OF  GRAINS. 
IT  MUST  BE  ADDED  HERE  THAT  THE 
RECENT  PROPOSAL  BY  THE  EC  COMtiiSSIOH 
TO  STABILIZE  EC  CORN  GLUTEN  .EEEll  U1PORTS 
FROM  THE  U.S.  AT  THEIR  CURRENT  LEVEL  IS 
AN  INTEGRAL  PART  OF  THIS  EFFORT. 
REDUCING  THE  GAP  BETWEEN  U.S. 
AND  EC  CEREALS  PRICES  WILL~  IN  TIME~ 
REDUCE  THE  INCENTIVE  TO  IMPORT 
INCREASED- QUANTITIES  OF  CEREAL  SUBSTITUTES_, 
/INCLUDING  CORN .. 
INCLUDING  CORN  GLUTEN  FEED.  THIS.,  IN 
TURN~  WILL  ALLOW  INCREASED  DOMESTIC 
EC  CONSU~1PTI  ON  OF  LOWER-QUAL! TY  EC 
WHEAT  AND  IMPORTED  CORN .. SUCH-A 
DEVELOP~1ENT ~JOULD BENEFIT  u.s I CORN 
EXPORTS  TO  THE  COM~~UN I  TY  AND  u  Is I 
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HHEAT  EXPORTS  TO  THIRD  COUNTRIES.  <THE 
CONTINUING  GRO\-HH  IN  IMPORTS  OF  CEREAL 
SUBSTITUTES  INTO  THE  CDr-,MUNITY  HAS  . 
RESULTED  IN  LOHER  EC  I~1PORTS  OF,_COR~. 
AND  HIGHER  EXPORTS  OF  CEREALS  AND  POULTRY., 
WITH  NEGATIVE  CONSEQUENCES  FOR  BOTH  THE 
EC  BUDGET  AND  u  Is I FARf\1  EXPORTS I  ) 
THESE  REFORMS  HILL  NOT  OCCUR 
OVERNIGHT.  THEY  WILL  BE  PUT  INTO 
PPACTICE  PROGRESSIVELY  OVER  THE  NEXT 
FHI  YEARS.  HOWEVER.,  THEY  CANNOT  BE. 
SUCCESSFUL  IF  OUR  MAJOR  AGRICULTURAL 
TRADING  PARTNER  PERSISTS  IN  ATTACKING 
/  OUR  POLICIES 
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OUR  POLICIES  IN  THE  \<JAY  IT  HAS  DONE  IN 
THE  PAST  YEAR.  IT  IS  IRONIC  THAT  AT  A 
TIME  HHEN  THE  EC  HAS  BEGUN  TO  UNDERTAKE 
REFO R~ls  THAT  wILL  ADDREss  r·1ANY  u  .  s . 
CONCERNS  -- AND  THIS  AT  A  TIME  OF 
ECON0~1IC DmVNTURN  -- THE  UNITED  STATES 
HAS  CHOSEN  TO  SHARPEN  ITS  ATTACK  ON 
OUR  POLICIES.  THIS  CAN  ONLY  BE  COUNTER-
PRODUCTIVE  AND  STIMULATE  UNWELCOME 
COUNTER-MEASURES. 
VI.  CONCLUSION 
AGRICULTURAL  PROBLEMS  HAVE 
AU~AYS BEEN  THE  MOST  INTRACTABLE.  BOTH 
THE  UNITED  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN 
com·iUNITY  WANT  TO  PRESERVE  THE  INTERESTS 
OF  THEIR  RESPECTIVE  FARMING  COMMUNITIES 
AS  f1UCH  AS  POSSIBLE.  THIS  IS  NATURAL. 
FAR~1ERS ARE  FACING  TROUBLED 
TIMES  ON  BOTH  SIDES  OF  THE  ATLANTIC. 
n:nnTIII\1  fl Tr.l V  Tl 1 FORTUNATELY J  THE  MECHANIS~1S  OF  GATT 
PROVIDE  A FRANB~ORK FOR  ADJUDICATING 
·  f1ANY  OF  OUR  DISAGREEMENTS. 
HHAT  EUROPtJ  THE  ECJ  ~/ANTS  IS 
THAT  THE  LEVEL  OF  'RHETORIC'  EMERGING 
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FR0~1  CERTAIN  QUARTERS  OF  THE  ADMINISTRATION 
BE  TONED  DOWNJ  FOR  IT  ACCOMPLISHES  . 
NOTHING  EXCEPT  TO  INCREASE  ILL-FE~~lNG 
UNNECESSARILY. 
WHAT  IS  NEEDED.  IS  A CONCERTEDJ 
CONSTANT J  AND  OPEN  DIALOGUE  BET\'IEEN  US J 
~JUICH  TAKES  INTO  CONSIDERATION 
POLITICAL  AND  ECONOMIC  REALITIES  AND 
FACTS  ON  BOTH  SIDES.  SUCH  A DIALOGUE 
IS  ALL  THE  r~~ORE  NECESSARY  AT  A TH1E  \mEN 
PROTECTIONIST  PRESSURES  ARE  CONTINUING 
TO  r~omn EVERY~IHERE. 
/ONLY  A C0Mf10N 
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ONLY  A Cm·1f~ON  EFFORT  ON  THE  PART  OF 
THE  ~1AJOR TRADING  PARTNERSJ  A RENEVJED 
DEDICATION  TO  OPEN  INTERNATIONAL  TRADEJ 
AND  A COMMITMENT  TO  THE  JUDICIOUS  USE 
OF  GATT  PRINCIPLES  CAN  ENSURE  THE 
EXPANSION  OF  TRADE  AND  THE  RESURGENCE 
OF  ECONO~liC PROSPERITY I 
.  ~ -~ :  (  A~l  CONVINCED  THAT  ~IE  CAN  HO RK 
OUR  P.ROBLEr"S  OUT  TOGETHER  IF  WE  ARE 
HONEST  AND  OPEN  \~ITH  EACH  OTHER. 